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Your quick guide to: Working with Generation Y 

Who are Generation Y? 

Born between 1980 and 1994, Generation Y or ‘Millennials’ have primarily been influenced by the onset of 
the internet. The tech generation. The technological revolution has shaped Generation Y’s formative 
years. The PC rapidly went from being a strange device seen at a few forward-thinking schools, to an 
indispensable item found in every home and office.  

At the same time, mobile phones grew in popularity while shrinking in size, and the economy boomed 
once more – benefiting from new technology and ‘silicon’ economics. Climate change has also become a 
key feature of Generation Y’s consciousness.  

Perhaps even more significantly, this generation, as well as the generation that follows it, are defined by 
the emergence of mobile technology and social media. Generation Y is always connected.  

What are they like at work? 

 Ambitious: A recent study found that Generation Y are 32% more ambitious than Baby Boomers

 Sociable: Generation Y are also far more people-oriented than Boomers, and the conventions of
the traditional workplace are alien to them – the line between socialising and work is blurred

 Creative: They’re naturally good at abstract thinking. Generation Y are also particularly relaxed –
a trait that’s conducive to creativity and innovation

 Lacking traditional leadership skills: Unlike Boomers, Generation Y typically lack classic
leadership skills

Career is not a ladder

For Generation Y, a career doesn’t necessarily go upwards, and it definitely isn’t something attached to 
one company. It’s better described as a net – and sometimes, movements are sideways as well as 
vertical. 50% have spent less than 3 years with a company – ‘with’ being the operative word, because this 
generation doesn’t see themselves as working ‘for’ a company. Their focus is on developing skills and 
their contact networks.  

How can you get the best out of them? 

Get Boomers to teach Generation Y how to lead. Boomers are natural leaders, so they want to lead. At 
the very least, they want autonomy in their role and to feel their leadership skills are being used. 
Meanwhile, Generation Y need to be mentored, and research suggests three quarters of them actually 
want mentors.  

The solution is therefore fairly obvious. Give Generation Y the regular 
feedback they crave. 

First through text messaging and now through smartphones, Generation Y have become accustomed to 
getting instant gratification. Increasingly, it’s a life illustrated with ‘likes’ and ‘shares’. This means 
Generation Y take constant feedback for granted – it’s something they need, not simply something they 
want. So, you need to give them feedback far more regularly than you probably already do.  
But remember, it doesn’t have to be formal and laborious – it can be quick and informal, like the 
WhatsApp responses they love.  
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Offer them flexibility 

If you want to attract and retain the brightest Generation Y candidates, you need to offer them flexibility. 

Increasingly, your competitors will, so it will simply become expected. Generation Y see flexibility as the 
norm, so don’t get stuck in the past.  

Don’t make lazy assumptions about them 

They may not be natural leaders like Boomers, but Generation Y are not work-shy as is too often 
assumed.  

Generation Y are often very willing to work long hours, or in many cases, work for free to increase their 
employability. After all, some have termed this generation ‘Generation I’ because of the growth of unpaid 
internships in recent history. Youth unemployment is an international dilemma, and one that’s having a 
profound impact on their outlook. They’re tougher than you think. They may want to work differently, but 
that doesn’t mean they lack work ethic. Get to know who your Generation Y employees really are, and 
make sure your Boomers aren’t unfairly critical of them.  
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